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Abstract: An easy method to evaluate a remote place’s snowpack depth has been discussed for helping later-stage elderly persons’ life. The method of using a smartphone camera and an augmented reality marker (AR marker) has been investigated. The general smartphone with a high image resolution camera was used to observe snowpack depth in remote places and remote control the robot via Bluetooth device. And image processing using artificially integrated technology (AI technology) was adapted for detecting the AR markers and for evaluating the snowpack depth.
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1. Introduction

Population decrease and aging have become big social issues in Japan. Especially, later-stage elderly persons in the marginal areas have increased (A region where most of the residents are elderly over 65 years and the regional infrastructure and public social activities assist have deteriorated significantly) [1–4]. In the report [4], it was introduced using some quotes, that the number of later-stage elderly persons is expected to exceed 15 million by 2030; it will exceed 10% of the Japanese population, and more than 20% of them will become severe dementia, a difficult to live alone by themselves. The authors’ research fieldwork of Toyama prefecture situation is also in the same situation as that. Toyama prefecture has occupied 70% mountainous area and there are almost 1300 likely marginal communities [5]. From the questionnaire survey, it was thought that the increase in the burden on snow removal is a major worry thing in the areas [5]. Because some early-stage elderly persons should instead perform the later-stage elderly persons’ house snow removal. In the recent situation of heavy snowfall, some social workers and city officers have to confirm those person’s safety, and then they have to help those person’s snow removal [3,4]. But recently sometimes it has become difficult to do by the unexpected huge amount of snowfall, or the number of later-elderly persons rapidly increases beyond the number of public support members. Therefore, the simple remote place-monitoring robot has been investigated for a cooperative snow removal plan [4]. Already, many pieces of equipment were proposed for observing snowfall, floods, avalanches, animal damage, etc. In the previous report [4], the sound recognize AI (artificial intelligence) microcomputer attached to the smartphone was used as a communication device between a laboratory PC and a remote place robot for observing snowpack depth. But the method needed complex sound record adjustment. Therefore, in this report, an easier procedure for communication was investigated using commercial communication software and a general “Bluetooth switch”. In the experiment, the “AirDroid V3.5.1” software (hereafter it called AirDroid) and a four-channel Bluetooth switch were used for building the proposed
remote monitoring robot. In the results, it was found that stressless and smooth remote control was performed by the present proposed procedure, and it has maintained ±1 cm snowpack depth evaluation accuracy. The details of the results were described as follows.

2. Proposed Remote Place Snowpack Depth Evaluation Procedure

Snowpack depth is closely related to our lives, and it has a wide range of influences, such as the weather itself, water utilization plans, and future agricultural production plans. Therefore, snowpack depth measurement methods and quantification have been studied in various countries, and many papers have been published in recent years [4,6–15]. Especially, research using Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, Global Navigation Satellite Systems, Artificial Intelligence, and various Numerical simulation for predicting the total amount of snow or evaluating snowpack depth over a wide area is nowadays trend. Moreover, many studies have been conducted on the snowpack depth in familiar living areas [4,16–21]. Some photogrammetry research on snowpack depth evaluation is being carried out on how to deal with snow disasters related to our daily lives, such as avalanches, floods, collapses of agricultural vinyl houses and empty houses, and the sinking of small ships, etc.

Many countries have developed photogrammetry procedures for described above-mentioned purposes. Among them, the remote monitoring system for snow damage has been proposed and developed [4], and it was brushed up in the present report. The present proposed remote-control snowpack depth observation and evaluation system was shown in Figure 1. The laboratory PC with AirDroid software was connected to the smartphone of the remote robot via the cloud as shown in Figure 1a,b. If anything, it was preferable to use the smartphone using the phone number tagged Subscriber Identity Module (SIM). Because if Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) was used for the connection route or data-SIM was used, sometimes its connection was stopped by the security. And it must connect between the PC and the smartphone every 72 h because voiding the connection halt by the security of AirDroid. During the communication, the robot was controlled by the PC via the Bluetooth devices connected to the smartphone. A general “4 Ch BLE” switch was used for the control device of the robot, and its 2 channels were used for upward and return movements, and the rest channels were used for clockwise and counterclockwise rotation movement controls, respectively. And Smartphone of “Motorola G7 power” was used for the communication control experiment. And many laboratory PCs were used for the communication experiments. If the AirDroid software could be used, there was no dependency on the PC model for performing the experimental aim. And the control command was given using general serial communication software “Serial Bluetooth Terminal for Android”. The robot was able to be controlled by both manual input, and automatic input using a Python program. The robot observed snowpack depth using “Microsoft Skype” or a smartphone’s camera function during the robot movement. If Skype was used, the video data was directly captured by the laboratory PC. The AirDroid software is a strong tool that can provide a variety of functions for the control of the remote robot via the smartphone. As a result, using AirDroid could eliminate the need for complicated sound adjustments using the sound recognition AI microcomputer that has already been reported [4]. Obtained data were analyzed using Python OpenCV for evaluating snowpack depth. And obtained snowpack depth data was published on the cloud as shown in Figure 1c. The proposed monitoring system can be operated remotely, and information can be collected using a worldwide network.
Figure 1. Remote-control snowpack depth observation and evaluation system.: (a) Laboratory PC, (b) Remote place robot, and (c) Citizen’s devices.

Schematic illustrations of remote observation and evaluation apparatus was shown in Figure 2. The apparatus consists of the remote-control robot and the steel scale that was in front of the robot. The basic measurement and evaluation principle was the same as the previous report [4]. When snowfall, the remote robot and steel scale were buried in the snowpack. The remote robot observed the buried steel scale in the snowpack during its upward and return movement. The robot took video or image data which included snowpack depth information. The steel scale has ArUco markers indicating height from the ground. The evaluation of snowpack depth was performed using the ArUco markers. The smartphone’s view field shifted upward direction in parallel with the robot’s upward movement. If the robot was under a lower position level than a snowpack, the smartphone took a snow wall picture. The measurement distance $L$ is the distance between the smartphone and the steel scale. The robot size has a maximum of 140 cm, usually 70 cm in height. And the diameter of an occupied area is 20 cm. In this report, the robot added a rotation movement function compared with the previous report [4]. In the assumption of practice usage, it was supposed that the developed remote robot was covered using some shaped acrylic hoods to be rain and snow-proof. Therefore, the hood shape effect on the AR markers recognition rate was investigated.
Here, an example of AR marker was shown in Figure 3. The ArUco marker was used in this study. The ArUco markers are a generally known robust sensing technique to detect some object positions in the image using an AI program and augmented reality technology (AR) [22–28]. The used AR marker had unique ID numbers as shown in Figure 3a. And the markers were produced using the Open Computer Vision Contribution package for Python programming. The software is open source and has powerful image-processing functionality. In printing the AR marker, the general laser printer: Canon LASER SHOT LBP-1310 (Canon Japan Inc., Tokyo, Japan), and general copy paper having 64 g·m⁻² were used. In this study, printed 100 patterns ArUco markers having 8.0 mm × 8.0 mm size stuck on the steel scale at each 1.0 cm as shown in Figure 3b, (Shinwa Rules Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan, 1 m, JIS B-7516, 1st grade [29]). The ID = 01 marker was stuck at the 1 cm position of the steel scale. The marker’s center position was matched with the 1 cm height position. Similarly, 100 markers were pasted on the steel scale up to 100 cm. And the markers and the steel scale were fully covered using a 0.04 mm thickness polyurethane sheet for waterproofing.
Some image-capturing assumptions was shown in Table 1. The camera was Motorola G7 Power. The camera angle was set as the camera lens surface maintained perpendicular to the ground. And steel scale angle was set as the reading surface maintained perpendicular to the ground. So, the camera lens surface and steel scale reading surface were maintained parallel during image capturing. If using cover-hood the transparent acrylic having 10 mm thickness became a filter. The light source was both sunlight and fluorescent light during image capturing.

### Table 1. Image-capturing assumptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Camera</th>
<th>Motorolla G7 Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camera angle</td>
<td>The camera lens surface is perpendicular to the ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel scale angle</td>
<td>Reading surface is perpendicular to the ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter material</td>
<td>Transparent acrylic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter thickness</td>
<td>10 mm thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light source</td>
<td>Sunlight and fluorescent light</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The hood shape effect on the ArUco marker recognition rate was investigated. The photograph of the hood setup for pre-experiment for obtaining hood shape effect on recognition rate was shown in Figure 4. Box and cylinder-type hoods were prepared for the observation pre-experiments. The hood type was classified as cylinder filter, plate filter (using box hood), and Non-filter condition depending on the hood shape or no usage of the hood, respectively. The acrylic hood was the most expensive in the experimental equipment, therefore, the smartphone was covered short height hood in pre-experiment by reason of cost cut as shown in Figure 4. After obtaining some knowledge about the hood shape effect on the recognition rate, the full cover hood was newly produced and used for the field test. Of course, it was confirmed that the size was enough to completely cover the smartphone’s view field. In the pre-experiment, pure recognition rate difference with some hood shapes was investigated with no obstacles condition between the smartphone and the steel scale as shown in Figure 4 in the laboratory room and field. The acrylic hood size complied with Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS: K6718-2 [30]), so around 10 mm
thickness hoods were prepared for the experiments. And the shortest distance between the smartphone and the acrylic hood wall was 10 cm.

![Acrylic cylinder hood](image)

**Figure 4.** Photograph of hood setup for pre-experiment for obtaining hood shape effect on recognition rate.

The example photograph of the laboratory PC display during remote communication was shown in Figure 5. The left side shows AirDroid software. On the software, Serial Bluetooth terminal software was launched. The remote-control command was transmitted both automatically using the developed Python program and manually input and confirmed the proposed procedure communication performance. The right side shows Microsoft Skype V 8.98.0.206 software (hereafter it called Skype), which gives high-resolution video. The communication software is centered in Singapore and has provided worldwide telecommunication, and this report has confirmed that the proposed procedure can obtain good remote communication for as far as by some thousand km distance.

![Example photograph of laboratory PC display during remote communication](image)

**Figure 5.** Example photograph of laboratory PC display during remote communication.
An example of the captured original image and image processed one is shown in Figure 6. Figure 6a shows obtained original image, Figure 6b shows imaged processed one, and the AR (Augmented Reality) green color box and its red color Id number showing snowpack height were layered on the image. The AR information of “Id = 10” shows the marker is located at 10 cm in height from the ground. Therefore, Figure 6b shows the snowpack depth was almost 6 cm, and the proposed process has ±1 cm accuracy. And AI program did not recognize all the markers as shown in Figure 6. The recognition rate markedly varied depending on the degree of reflection of light. The recognition rate $R_{\text{cgn}}$ was defined by the followings,

$$R_{\text{cgn}} = \frac{N_{\text{AI}}}{N_{\text{hmn}}} \times 100 \, [\%]$$

Here, $N_{\text{AI}}$ shows the AI program-recognized number of the markers, and $N_{\text{hmn}}$ denotes the human-recognized number of the marker. In the evaluation, the numbers of the marker were counted using a developed AI program automatically for $N_{\text{AI}}$, and human naked eyes manually for $N_{\text{hmn}}$, respectively. And it was defined as "Good recognition" beyond $R_{\text{cgn}} = 85\%$ in this report’s own decision.

Next, the recognition rate $R_{\text{cgn}}$ between static and dynamic measurement was investigated. In the dynamic experiment, the smartphone moved upward and then return downward. During the motion, the steel scale covered by snow was taken using the high-resolution smartphone’s digital camera, and some videos were captured using Microsoft Skype software. Here, the best recognition rate among multiple still images obtained from the video data was adopted as the dynamic recognition rate. In contrast, in the static experiment, the steel scale photograph was taken only once with the smartphone while fixed.
3. Acrylic Hood Shape Effect on AR Marker’s Recognition Rate Score under Fluorescent Light Conditions

First, it was not known that the developed proposed remote monitoring system’s AI recognition performance. The investigation of human and AI program recognition rates was investigated under fluorescent laboratory room conditions. Schematic illustration of the marker observation test and examples of obtained original images were shown in Figure 7. In the marker observation test, it was thought that the smartphone’s view field increased with the increase of $L$ as shown in Figure 7a. Therefore, the relation between the human-recognized number of markers and measurement distance under fluorescent light conditions was investigated. Some clear images were obtained as shown in Figure 7b. The images with $L = 15, 35, \text{ and } 40 \text{ cm}$ were shown in the figure, and the image with $L = 40 \text{ cm}$ included the floor part. The number of markers was manually counted using the PC by myself. The count was a little difficult beyond $L = 40 \text{ cm}$ because the marker was too small and difficult to detect the marker by the naked eye. Primarily, the principle of the marker observation test has a feature that three-dimension information was projected into a two-dimension image. Therefore, it was thought that somewhere in the range of measurement distance, obvious observation strain caused by the observation principal difficulty would occur.

![Figure 7](image_url)
slowed down. This is because of the above-described reason, so, it was thought that it was an information strain caused by projection from a piece of three-dimension information into a two-dimension image. The obtained image would contain some kind or another nook (corner) information around the boundary between the floor part and the steel scale. The distance of less than and equal to 35 cm, the images have included mainly only steel scale. And the number of recognized markers by humans with and without the filter was almost the same. Therefore, it was thought that a suitable measurement distance of L would be ranged between $L = 10$–35 cm.

![Figure 8. Relations between human-recognized number of markers and measurement distance under fluorescent light conditions.](image)

The relations between the recognition rate $R_{\text{recognition}}$ and the measurement distance under fluorescent light conditions was shown in Figure 9. The recognition rate was calculated based on the numbers counted by the AI program and humans, described above. The recognition rate decreased as the distance increased. Only the non-filter one faster decreased compared with another two filters’ results. In the case of Non-filter, images were blurry at $L = 5$ cm because the measurement distance was too near for taking some images. And clear images were obtained at $L = 10$ cm for all cases, but the evaluation area was small, almost $10 \times 10$ cm. Moreover, in the case of static observation with $L = 10$ cm, it needed a phased array procedure to arrange every 10 cm, meaning 10 smartphones should be needed to perform a general 100 cm over snowpack depth evaluation. Therefore, the usefulness of the proposed method was expected, as the smartphone could move upward to expand the measurement field view and obtain video data.
The relations between the recognition rate $R_{cn}$ and the measurement distance under fluorescent light conditions were shown in Figure 10. The AR markers recognition rate increased in all cases compared with fluorescent light conditions results. The AR markers recognition was strongly affected by light conditions. In addition to the type of light, it was thought that the reflected light from the surroundings also affected the recognition rate. And it was found that the difference is small in recognition rate between the cylinder-type acrylic hood and the plate-box type. But the cost of the cylinder-type hood was twice compared with that of the plate-box type. Therefore, a plate-box type hood was adopted in the following experiments, and its size has become 1400 mm in height, and 220 mm in width.
4. Dynamic and Static Snowpack Depth Measurements and Evaluations

Dynamic and static snowpack depth measurement and evaluation were investigated. The recognition rate was evaluated under sunlight conditions using the plate filter. The snowpack depth measurement apparatus outdoors photograph was shown in Figure 11. For taking the apparatus photo, the orange color veneer board was set behind the apparatus for easy understanding. Of course, the veneer board was removed in the experiment and actual usage. In the snowpack depth measurement and evaluation experiments, both shaved ice and natural snow were used for those experiments.
Figure 11. Snowpack depth measurement apparatus outdoors.

The relations between the recognition rate $R_{cgn}$ and the measurement distance under non-filter on dynamic and static measurement were shown in Figure 12. The $R_{cgn}$ was improved remarkably by dynamic measurement procedure. This result seemed very natural. Since the dynamic measurement procedure obtained 30 still images per second, and some hundred still images were evaluated for deciding the recognition rate, and best recognition rate was chosen as the dynamic recognition rate. And the recognition rate was beyond $R_{cgn} = 85\%$ at $L = 15-25$ cm.
The relations between the recognition rate $R_{cg}$ and the measurement distance with plate-filter on dynamic and static measurement were shown in Figure 13. Unfortunately, the maximum $R_{cg}$ was not reached at 85%. It was thought that the $R_{cg}$ was strongly affected by the plate-filter effect and light reflection conditions. However, this result from Figures 12 and 13 has become reference data. Because, in fact, the lowest position ArUco marker was automatically evaluated in obtained multiple still images for determining the snowpack depth.
An example of the temporal change of ArUco markers at the smartphone setup position was shown in Figure 14. The still images were during the robot did not move. The 1 frame means a 1/30 s increase of elapsed time. The detected markers and their recognition rate changed with the still image frame change with elapsed time. The detected ArUco markers were not the same, even though the robot maintains the same position. The lowest position marker was decided using the developed sorting program from some hundred still images. In this report, the lowest position marker recognition rate has become 100% in the case of distances of $L = 25$ to 30 cm, even recognition rate was not 100% like mentioned above. And dynamic measurement for taking video data for the lowest position marker detection has been useful. And the measurement accuracy is ±1 cm.
5. Cooperative Snowpack Depth Measurements and Evaluations Using Both Manual Handling and AI Automatic Programs

Then naked-eye snowpack depth evaluation was performed for $L = 30$ cm. The images were magnified using the digital camera zoom function and after that were more magnified using the PC zoom function. The magnified snowpack images using the digital camera zoom function was shown in Figure 15. The steel scale was magnified using the zoom function of the smartphones as the figure, and a clear image was obtained too.
Figure 15. Magnified snowpack images using digital camera zoom function. (a) Original image, (b) Zoomed image, and (c) Processed image.
And after that, the naked-eye snowpack depth evaluation was performed. The more magnified snowpack images using the PC zoom function was shown in Figure 16. The image resolution decreased by performing the ArUco marker detection using the developed program, because of the process needed to convert a PNG image file into a JPG image file. But it was able to evaluate the snowpack depth accurately by that the snowpack depth was approximately recognized using AI detected AR marker and followed the scale indicator with the naked eye from there. In this example case, the snowpack depth was 101 mm, and the measurement accuracy is ±1 mm.

Figure 16. More magnified snowpack images using PC zoom function. (a) Zoomed image, and (b) Processed image.

In this report, the horizontal rotation function was attached to the observation equipment compared with the previous report [4]. View field horizontal movement by smartphone fixed column rotation motion was shown in Figure 17. The smartphone rotate-moved in the left direction, and the view field rotated leftward. The present proposed equipment allowed flexible remote place measurement by upward and downward movement, horizontal rotation, and camera magnifying functions.
Figure 17. View field horizontal movement by smartphone fixed column rotation motion: (a) $\delta t$ (meant arbitrary time), and (b) $\delta t + 1$ frame.

6. Conclusions

The remote-controlled snowpack depth evaluation system was architected with a general remote-control communication application and the Smartphone and Bluetooth device. Then the ArUco marker recognition rate was investigated, and the following was found:

1. The remote-control process has been easier by using Bluetooth devices than in the previous report method having complex adjustments of AI sound cognition devices.
2. The used network communication applications can control the remote place robot from the remote laboratory’s PC via smartphones as far as thousands of km.
3. The lowest position marker recognition rate becomes 100% in the case of distances of 25 to 30 cm. And dynamic measurement using video data for the lowest position marker detection has been useful. And the automatic robot measurement accuracy is $\pm 1$ cm, and the manual measurement accuracy is $\pm 1$ mm on snowpack depth evaluation.
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